Scaling behavior and structure of denatured proteins.
An ensemble of random-coil conformations with no persistent structures has long been accepted as the classical model of denatured proteins due to its consistency with the experimentally determined scaling of protein sizes. However, recent NMR spectroscopy studies on proteins at high chemical denaturant concentrations suggest the presence of significant amounts of native-like structures, in contrast to the classical random-coil picture. To reconcile these seemingly controversial observations, we examine thermally denatured states of experimentally characterized proteins by using molecular dynamics simulations. For all studied proteins, we find that denatured states indeed have strong local conformational bias toward native states while a random-coil power law scaling of protein sizes is preserved. In addition, we explain why experimentally determined size of the protein creatine kinase does not follow general scaling. In simulations, we observe that this protein exhibits a stable intermediate state, the size of which is consistent with the reported experimental observation.